Finally, unless substantial legislative and executive powers similar to those vested in the constituent units of a full-fledged federal system of government are devolved to the government of the Tamil majority state, the ethnic problem cannot be resolved to the satisfaction of both the Sinhalese and Tamil communities. ■

Notes

1. The cargo vessel owned by the LTTE was intercepted by the Indian Navy on January 13, 1993 and escorted towards the Indian coast. When the Indian Navy commandos attempted to board the vessel on January 16, 1993, Kitti and nine other senior military personnel committed suicide. See Tamil Times 8, no. 2 (February 15, 1993): 4-6 and 19 for the conflicting accounts that have been presented by the Indian government and the LTTE leadership on the circumstances that led to the interception, the exact location of the vessel when it was impounded, and the manner in which the LTTE personnel lost their lives.

2. Velupillai Prabhakaran’s interview with Mrs. Anandhi Sooriyapragasam was broadcast over the Tamil service of the BBC on March 2, 1993. An English translation of this interview was published in Tamil Times 8, no. 3 (March 15, 1993): 4-5. In reply to a question of whether the LTTE leader will accept a federal system of government to resolve the ethnic conflict, Prabhakaran stated, “If a federal scheme that recognizes the territorial integrity of the Tamil homeland is put forward, we are prepared to consider a federal system for the need to maintain the North-East homeland is put forward, we are prepared to consider a federal system that fulfills the political aspirations of the Tamil people.”


5. Padawri Sripura is the newly formed AGA division in the Trincomalee District. See Sri Lanka Survey Department, Map of New District Divisions (Colombo, 1987).

6. Some of the reasons advanced by Tamils for the need to maintain the North-East Province intact (merged) have been presented in C. Manogaran, Ethnic Conflict and Reconciliation in Sri Lanka (Honolulu: Hawaii Press, 1987), 179-80.

Mental Health Resilience of Refugees: The Case of Tamil Refugees

Megan Stuart Mills

What Fanon described as “The Pathology of Atmosphere” created by counter-insurgency in Algeria has been recreated over the last decade in Sri Lanka. Warfare involving guerrilla and antiguerilla organizations does indeed present special threats to the mental health of combatants and civilians alike (Fanon 1961).

Canada’s Tamil refugees, often hailling from Sri Lanka’s now devastated northern and eastern provinces, bring with them many memories of state forces’ manoeuvres designed to affect ordinary civilians. A key concept of counterinsurgency everywhere in the world continues to be found in the aim of destroying the popular power base of “terrorist” organizations. The nature of guerrilla activities dictates heavy reliance on the cooperation of ordinary people within districts of operation. Thus, those endeavouring to curb insurgent fish will focus strategically upon the waters in which the fish swim. The Tamil refugee’s experience is also likely to be one of extreme apprehension due to the presence of sometimes volatile inter-ethnic struggles among insurgent factions pursuing different approaches to a secessionist goal of Tamil Eelam [see Bush in this issue]. Furthermore, some in the Ontario Tamil community will carry with them memories of the brutal sweeps of the Indian Army in Jaffna, who were ostensibly involved in peacekeeping operations. Violence, acute fear and everyday suffering represent a Sri Lankan Tamil experience not likely to be forgotten for several generations.

Sri Lanka’s often appalling human rights record through the 1980s translates into factors of strong importance within the Ontario Tamil community. Community leaders who assist refugees consistently referred to a large number of male refugees under the age of thirty-five from directly affected areas in Sri Lanka. Sixty percent of this group are known to have undergone torture. When the whole Tamil refugee community in Canada was described, it was stressed that 90 percent of males and females of all ages have suffered extreme and longstanding fear, loss of family members and kin, loss of property and livelihood. The stresses of displacement, curtailed movement and lack of access to information have a profound effect on the refugees. It sometimes is not realized, by people unfamiliar with war-time conditions, that the Sri Lankan conflict carries on within a sea of propaganda. In such situations violence or threatened violence and rumours combine powerfully to create a “hall of mirrors” effect in which it is difficult to determine what is true or what is actually happening (Barnett 1988).

One Toronto psychiatrist involved in the treatment of refugee patients explained to me that, “one would have to be singular indeed to come away from such environments minus some eventual trouble or other”. Nevertheless, it is important to understand that “many simply do.” This fact became very plain over the course of research carried out through the summer months of 1992: it became obvious that Tamils, at least in the southern Ontario locale covered, are very resilient. In fact, this resilience came to characterize those within the community who endured the most terrifying experiences prior to leaving Sri Lanka.

In this way research undertaken to assess the extent of psychiatric illness among Tamil refugees quickly moved on to research that attempted to account for a widespread absence of mental illness. Matters of Tamil mental health began to fit very well with material drawn from fields of cross-cultural psychology and particularly ethnopsychiatry. This sec-
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Tamil resilience results from the more strongly held identity and cohesion of a millennia-old classical culture understood better by some than others, but which is part of the awareness of all.

Counterinsurgency, including the terrifying military and "Psyops" techniques designed to wear down resistance, to disorient and politically paralyze. This resolve undoubtedly owes much to the social cohesiveness of South Asian peoples at large. Ethnic affiliation and connection with kin prevail as facts of life which have only been intensified by the experience of what can be considered a destructive anti-Tamil campaign. Familial and kin remain knitted together also, in patterns possibly long gone from the Western industrialized world. Moreover, Tamils are blessed with the identity and cohesion of a millennia-old classical culture understood better by some than others, but which is a part of the awareness of all. Whether dwelling in India or Sri Lanka—or for that matter, London, England, or Mississauga, Ontario—Tamil refugees are individual members of Tamilakam, the ideological and literary term for the collective Tamil cultural region (Stein 1977, 7-26).

An interesting comparison exists in Rutter's work of the past twenty years concerning mental resilience against war-time trauma. Rutter concludes that children in particular may be unaffected, given the buffering mechanisms of group membership and a strong spirit of group identity (Rutter 1985). Of course, both of these advantages are part and parcel of the Tamils' survival. Tamils abroad continue to live within elaborate networks of extended families, reciprocal relationships and longstanding social or other group connections. It must be realized too, that group identity is predictably enhanced by conditions of adversity. That the Tamil condition is inseparably related to a firm ethnonationalist political agenda in the absence of less radical goals for a Tamil future can only be a galvanizing source of identity. Differences of old are forgot.

Northern Irish children in disturbed areas do grow up faster, that individuals are tougher minded and generally very cautious in encounters with strangers. Nevertheless, Northern Irish children have been protected from major psychiatric trauma by closely knit families, a sense of ethnic identity, plus a reinforcing resolve that is the result of the shared experience of adversity (Curran and Greggs 1990).

In addition to the identity factor, Tamil resilience results from the more expressly South Asian. As a South Asian people, it is simply predictable that some advantage will stem from matters of the psyche which are religious. The integrally religious cultures of South Asia can be seen as both the fruit and the very foundations of a civilization pitted against sometimes trying challenges of survival. It is interesting that developments in Western theories of applied social science now show new appreciation of world views shaped by religious ideas and observances. According to a recent article, religious outlooks offer constructive philosophies, plus more holistic and accepting ideas of personhood, life and notably, the way to cope effectively with adversity (Anderson et al. 1991). Furthermore, religious world views are seen to encourage a sense of group responsibility and of group solutions to the challenges of living. Those North Americans who are prone to notions of religion as a set of rules or as a kind of psychological crutch will not easily understand Tamil culture in which religion, in different ways, permeates life. Most Tamil refugees in Ontario are Saivite—Hindus of the Seiva Siddhantin philosophies exist in Sri Lanka since the sixth century. Hinduism of this variety is noted for its open-minded style: the tradition encourages the individual to follow his or her own path to union with the divine while putting a strong emphasis on group involvement and service as the individual's earthly duty.

An estimated 25 percent of the Ontario Tamil population are Christians, mainly Roman Catholics. Typical of South Asia's propensity for religious synthesis, Saivite Hindu and Roman Catholic ideas have merged since the in-
A comparison is possible with the methods and aims of current Western psychotherapy—the psychotherapeutic process of the patient’s dedication to the true nature of feelings and situations is familiar to many Tamils. While South Asia’s ideal of acceptance has often been criticized by Westerners who regard it as fatalism, the reality is ironically different. A North American who is unable to accept a given situation or personality might be told by a South Asian that the heart of the matter is the person’s unwillingness rather than inability to accept.

Nevertheless, the suffering undergone by Tamils in Sri Lanka particularly through the 1980s can often be identified as extreme. In fact, the ordeals of individuals prior to their arrival in Canada will often shock Canadians of more normative life experiences. Few Canadian-born people are likely to understand the variegated horrors of an air attack; very few will know the psychological imprint of having a family member taken into custody, or knowing that offspring were tortured while in custody. I was particularly impressed by a recurring and straightforward statement from several people interviewed: “others have gone through far worse.” In many cases, the stresses of migration and resettlement will provide powerful distractions from their previous experiences in Sri Lanka. In keeping with other refugee populations: anxious states are more common than depressive ones, and somatized or conversion reactions not regularly found in North American-born patients are frequent in South Asia and among South Asian expatriates (Csordas 1990; Steiner and Bansil 1989).

Metabolically, Tamil patients can be expected to respond a little differently to drugs administered by physicians. Antidepressants and tranquilizers given to relieve unpleasant symptoms en route to adjustment, will often show effects in comparatively low dosages (Keh-Ming et al. 1986; Qureshi 1988). It is to be hoped that mental health practitioners who assist Tamil patients will avail themselves of a body of findings that are emerging mostly from the United Kingdom’s larger and longer established South Asian communities.

It is significant too that what occurs in the course of treatment will bear the imprint of patients’ different ideas of mental health and trauma. Tamils arriving in Canada in the mid-1980s, who are more apt to come from less Westernized, Tamil-speaking backgrounds can be expected to present and respond differently. To summarize a host of cultural and acutely psychological factors to a great degree, the psychiatric disturbance in a South Asian patient will often be the instance of intrapsychic adjustment. The long “talking cure” of Western psychotherapy may not seem relevant or helpful due to the continuing phenomenon of a South Asian patient’s experience of a

The growing literature of ethnopsychiatry suggests that diagnoses and treatments of disorder can be incorrectly identified.
short-term but acute psychiatric disturbance, which is the catharsis. Such an episode may be followed very shortly by complete adjustment and the departure of symptoms. All of this must seem very odd to an uninformed medical professional who anticipates long stages of gradual recovery (Jones 1976; Kakar 1984).

Furthermore, those hoping to help Tamil refugees must accept the likelihood of ongoing respect for traditional Tamil forms of naturopathic medicine. British communities of South Asians from various origins have indicated a prevailing respect for non-Western healing approaches. Sometimes these are used in conjunction with the Western medicine dispensed by the National Health; different types of therapy may be sought depending on the ailment (Waqar 1991; Bhopal 1986).

In short, just as factors of Tamilness have proven equal to the trials of contemporary counterinsurgency in terms of protecting Tamils from widespread psychiatric disturbance, factors of their ethno-nationalism or a typically Third World cultural context of diagnosis and economic uncertainty. Tamil identity, whether considered as a by-product of ethno-nationalism or a typically Third World product of an age-old Tamil culture, offers its ideals of the proper approaches to even the sufferings of war. Adaptability as a part of resilience would seem to be proving as equal to the deprivation and bloodshed of late twentieth century counter-insurgency, as it has to all trials endured over centuries within the Tamil zone of India and Sri Lanka.
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“History can be constructed to reinforce ethnoidentities at odds with those defined as the other. Alternatively, historical understanding can be the basis of fostering harmonious relations with other groups.”
— Professor Howard Adelman (in this issue).